Your One Stop Shop
for Digital Learning
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Based on our competence and experience in the
development of high quality training courses we have
developed a future orientated, digital platform: Fast Lane LIVE !
Our interactive learning platform offers seamless access to a
wide range of e-learning products for demanding technology
topics and accompanying services.
Unlike platforms provided by other providers, we do not rely on
a single learning management system. Fast Lane LIVE offers a
flexible combination of different applications that provide direct
access to all the components of your digital learning journey,
regardless of where they are hosted.

The future of Digital Learning with Fast Lane

Fast Lane LIVE is constantly growing and evolving with more and more offerings being added daily.
Learn more at www.fastlane.live.

Fast Lane LIVE
Your One Stop Shop for Digital Learning
Seamless navigation through Fast Lane ID
With other learning products, there is a different platform and a different login for each
provider. Fast Lane LIVE relies on a comprehensive single sign-on solution with the
Fast Lane ID, which enables users to access all products with just one login and launch
them conveniently from their central dashboard.

Anywhere, Anytime & Any Device
Log in to your profile at any time, from any location and continue your journey through
the Fast Lane LIVE learning network.

Sophisticated E-Learning Catalogue
Fast Lane LIVE offers a wide range of e-learning products in various subject areas such
as Data Science, Microsoft Azure or Cisco Security. We also offer the official premium
e-learning titles developed by industry leading technology vendors.

Learning-as-a-Service (LaaS)
We offer our LaaS package for all e-learning courses. The package includes services to
support users through their learning journey: such as first class online coaching that
allows you to achieve your goals quickly and sustainably. Read more about our LaaS
options on page 6.

Remote Labs
Fast Lane LIVE gives you access to our entire catalogue of high-end labs. Choose a lab,
ask for availability, book your lab and log in to the Fast Lane remote lab client via
Fast Lane ID.

E-Commerce
All products in our Fast Lane LIVE catalogue are supported by a modern e-commerce
system. Pay securely online or by traditional invoice.

Individual Enterprise Solutions
Looking for a comprehensive solution for your team or company? We can happily
provide you with a bespoke solution to suit your requirements. See page 7 for more
information.
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Fast Lane LIVE Services
E-Learning Catalogue
Fast Lane LIVE offers seamless access to a comprehensive catalogue of e-learning products for demanding
technology topics.
Our current catalogue includes:
• Free E-Learning Demos
• Cisco Digital Learning Library
• Microsoft MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) in various subject areas such as Azure, Data Science or
Programming
• Microsoft MOC On-Demand courses including many additional options
• Fast Lane developed e-learning titles

Remote Labs
We can provide our customers with leading edge lab environments on numerous vendor technologies,
available globally with 24hr support services. All labs can be conveniently booked and paid for online.
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Learning-as-a-Service (LaaS)
Choose LaaS for an enhanced learning experience with services
such as labs, mentoring, learner support and more.
What is Learning-as-a-Service (LaaS)?
LaaS is an interactive, cloud-based education subscription that combines
individual and collaborative learning.
Learners progress at their own pace and can access a variety of remote activities
including a virtual lab or dedicated support from qualified experts.

More than just E-Learning
Learning-as-a-Service offers numerous interaction possibilities that go far beyond
pure e-learning in self-study.
Studies in academia have shown that when learning is totally self-driven and
self-paced, the success rate is low. Success rates improve when a learner has the
opportunity to interface, in real-time, with learner peers or an expert.

Benefits for Individuals
and Teams
✓ Flexible Learning: Around your daily

schedule when it best suits you.
✓ Anytime & Anywhere: Locationindependent access - 365 days a year.
✓ Sustainability through human
interaction: Collaborate with Industry
Experts.
✓ Cost-efficient: Saving time and money
on travel and accommodation.
✓ Scalability: Perfect for teams &
organizations.

LaaS-Options
Our LaaS Options include:
Q&A Coaching
Learners can submit content related
questions to SME.
1:1 Virtual Live Coaching
Learners can schedule 1:1 virtual
sessions with SME.
Group Discussions
Learners can access (moderated) course/
technology discussion group.

FAQ
Learners can access comprehensive
course based FAQ´s to speed up time
to answer.
Virtual Labs
Learners can access course complimentary learning labs (beyond the standard
lab).
Coaching Office Hours
Learners can attend weekly SME office
hours.

Are you looking for a comprehensive learning solution?
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Let our experts advise you. Learn more at www.fastlane.live/enterprise-solutions.

Bespoke Enterprise Solutions
If you require a custom solution for your organization, we are here to help.
We can provide bespoke learning platforms to help support your team‘s
development.

Branded Portal

Learning-as-aService (LaaS)

Learning Catalogue

Private learning campus using our
unique infrastructure.

Enrich your learning experience and
help learners to achieve goals rapidly.

Individual learning catalogue to
meet your educational goals.

Content
Development

Remote Labs

Learning
Gap-Analysis

Content tailored to suit the needs
of manufacturers, partners, and
end-users.

Tailored and scalable lab
environments.

Assessments and expert analysis
to validate skill levels and learning
maps.

Reporting &
Analytics

Third-Party
Authentication

LMS & Integrations

Keep track of your educational
goals.

Integrate your own identity provider
with seamless access and security.

Use our flexible API enabled
infrastructure to integrate our
catalogue into your tools.
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Fast Lane Consulting and
Education Services Limited
Grove Business Park,
Waltham Road, White Waltham,
Maidenhead, SL6 3LW,
United Kingdom
Tel. +44 845 4701000
enquiries@flane.co.uk / www.flane.co.uk

www.fastlane.live

